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Dear Ms. Lamb,
Thank you for the courtesy copy of the upcoming witness order. It is of great assistance. We
note that there are certain experts and witnesses who the Chamber has decided to hear but the
Chamber is still ascertaining their availability. We wish to stress that it is very important that we
have as much notice as possible before these experts and witnesses are called. We consider a
minimum of 30 days notice for experts would be sufficient for our preparation. For new experts
not currently on the Trial Chamber’s list, we consider that at least 45 days advance notice would
be appropriate. Such advance notice will allow all the parties to be prepared in order to make the
most effective use of the experts’ time in court.
Sincerely,
Tanya Pettay
Legal Consultant
Ieng Sary Defence Team
-----Susan Lamb/UNAKRT wrote: ----To: Chea.Leang@eccc.gov.kh, Andrew CAYLEY/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Andrew
Ianuzzi/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, arthur.vercken@free.fr, Arun Son/UNAKRT@UNAKRT,
diablenoir@wanadoo.fr, Diana Ellis/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Jasper PAUW/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Jeanne
Sulzer/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, kern.joshua@eccc.gov.kh, Marie CAPOTORTO/UNAKRT@UNAKRT,
Michael Karnavas/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Michiel Pestman/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Mosseny
So/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Neville SORAB/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Phalla Prum/UNAKRT@UNAKRT,
PICH.Ang@eccc.gov.kh, Sheherazade BOUARFA/UNAKRT@UNAKRT,
SIMONNEAU-FORT.Elisabeth@eccc.gov.kh, Socheata Seng/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Tanya Rene
PETTAY/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Udom Ang/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Vera MANUELLO/UNAKRT@UNAKRT,
Victor Koppe/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, William Smith/UNAKRT@UNAKRT,
Yet.Chakriya@eccc.gov.kh@ECCC, samonnk@yahoo.com, antaguisse@yahoo.fr,
PHANG.Vichet@eccc.gov.kh@ECCC, Falguni DEBNATH/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Tarik
Abdulhak/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Vincent De Wilde d'Estmael/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Dale
Lysak/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Seng.Bunkheang@eccc.gov.kh@ECCC,
CHAN.Dararasmey@eccc.gov.kh@ECCC, VENG.Huot@eccc.gov.kh@ECCC
From: Susan Lamb/UNAKRT
Date: 02/17/2012 03:10PM
Subject: Advance courtesy copy of scheduling and witness , expert and Civil Party memorandum for next
session
Dear parties,
As indicated in this morning's informal TMM, attached is an advance courtesy copy of the Trial
Chamber's memorandum outlining order of call and other scheduling issues .

We envisage that the memorandum will be filed in all languages early next week .
Have a nice weekend.
Best regards,
Susan
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